Love mind games with murderous stakes? Then look no further than this list featuring some of the most twisted minds in fiction today!

### Psychological Thrillers
- **The Widow** by Fiona Barton
- **Dear Wife** by Kimberly Belle
- **A Double Life** by Flynn Berry
- **How to be a Good Wife** by Emma Chapman
- **The Perfect Wife** by J.P. Delaney
- **Careful What You Wish For** by Hallie Ephron
- **The Wives** by Tarryn Fisher
- **The Silent Wife** by A.S.A. Harrison
- **The Girl on the Train** by Paula Hawkins
- **Undertow** by Elizabeth Heathcote
- **The First Mistake** by Sandi Jones
- **The Loving Husband** by Christobel Kent
- **The Fall Guy** by James Lasdun
- **Twisted River** by Siobhan MacDonald
- **The Silent Patient** by Alex Michaelides
- **Deception** by Denise Mina
- **Poison** by Galt Niederhoffer
- **Best Day Ever** by Kaira Rouda
- **The Farm** by Tom Rob Smith
- **The Good Life** by Marian Thurm

### Unreliable Narrators
- **The Stranger Inside** by Laura Benedict
- **The Birthday Girl** by Melissa de la Cruz
- **The Blaze** by Chad Dundas
- **A Good Man** by Ani Katz
- **Luckiest Girl Alive** by Jessica Knoll
- **Don’t You Cry** by Mary Kubica
- **Shutter Island** by Dennis Lehane
- **The Passenger** by Lisa Lutz
- **The Girl from Widow Hills** by Megan Miranda
- **The Elizas** by Sara Shepard
- **The Woman in the Park** by Teresa Sorkin
- **Mr. Nobody** by Catherine Steadman
- **Before She Knew Him** by Peter Swanson
- **Before I Go to Sleep** by S.J. Watson
- **Have You Seen Me?** by Kate White

### Serial Thrillers
- **My Lovely Wife** by Samantha Downing
- **Never Look Back** by Alison Gaylin
- **Paper Ghosts** by Julia Heaberlin
- **The Talented Mr. Ripley** by Patricia Highsmith
- **The Killer Inside Me** by Jim Thompson

### Evil Woman
- **The Night Visitor** by Lucy Aikins
- **Lost You** by Haylen Beck
- **Pretty Things** by Janelle Brown
- **Heartstick** by Chelsea Cain
- **The Last Mrs. Parrish** by Liv Constantine
- **The Wife Stalker** by Liv Constantine

### Sinister Kids
- **Dare Me** by Megan Abbott
- **Good Girls Lie** by J.T. Ellison
- **Before She Was Found** by Heather Gudenkauf
- **Last Girl Standing** by Lisa Jackson
- **The Family Upstairs** by Lisa Jewell
- **Things We Have in Common** by Tasha Kavanagh
- **Defending Jacob** by William Landay
- **Leave No Trace** by Mindy Mejia
- **We Need to Talk About Kevin** by Lionel Shriver
- **The Perfect Girl** by Gilly Macmillan
- **The Only Child** by Mi-ae Seo
- **Baby Teeth** by Zoje Stage
- **The Secret History** by Donna Tartt
- **Lacy Eye** by Jessica Treadway
- **The Ice Twins** by S.K. Tremayne
- **The Other** by Thomas Tryon
- **Darling Rose Gold** by Stephanie Wrobel
Family Secrets and Small Town Grudges
—Girls Like Us by Christina Alger
—The Twilight Wife by A.J. Banner
—Something She’s Not Telling Us by Darcey Bell
—Christine Falls by Benjamin Black
—Grace is Gone by Emily Elgar
—Tear Me Apart by J.T. Ellison
—Little Deaths by Emma Flint
—The Summer of Ellen by Agnete Friis
—Missing Pieces by Heather Gudenkauf
—Into the Water by Paula Hawkins
—The Favorite Daughter by Patti Henry
—The Other Mrs. by Mary Kubica
—Someone We Know by Shari Lapena
—The Nanny by Gilly MacMillan
—Impossible Causes by Julie Mayhew
—Arrowood by Laura McHugh
—The Wolf Wants In by Laura McHugh
—The Crooked House by Christobel Kent
—I’ll Never Tell by Catherine McKenzie
—The Perfect Plan by Bryan Reardon
—Drowning Ruth by Christina Schwarz
—The Other Sister by Sarah Zettel

Police Procedurals
—The Broken Hearts Club by Ethan Black
—Blue Monday by Nicci French
—She Lies in Wait by Gytha Lodge
—I Let You Go by Clare Mackintosh

Victim Turned Investigator
—Under the Harrow by Flynn Berry
—You’ll Never Know Dear by Hallie Ephron
—She’s Not There by Joy Fielding
—How Quickly She Disappears by Raymond Fleischmann
—The Girl in the Red Coat by Kate Hamer
—Then She Was Gone by Lisa Jewell
—Lies by T.M. Logan
—I Know You Know by Gilly Macmillan
—Reconstructing Amelia by Kimberly McCreight
—House. Tree. Person by Catriona McPherson
—The Perfect Stranger by Megan Miranda
—Pretty Is by Maggie Mitchell
—The Holdout by Graham Moore
—All is Not Forgotten by Wendy Walker

Unhealthy Obsessions
—Social Creature by Tara Isabella Burton
—Mine by J.L. Butler
—The Woman in the Window by A.J. Finn
—Perfect Little Children by Sophie Hannah
—Rewind by Catherine Ryan Howard
—The Captives by Debra Jo Immergut
—I Know You by Annabel Kantaria
—The Good Girl by Mary Kubica
—Night Film by Marisha Pessl
—Nothing But the Night by Bill Pronzini
—Take Me Apart by Sara Sligar
—If She Were Dead by J.P. Smith
—Never Let You Go by Chevy Stevens
—Man of the Year by Caroline Louise Walker
—Second Life by S.J. Watson
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